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Abstract
We prove in this note that local geometric uniqueness holds true without
loss of regularity for Einstein equations coupled with a large class of matter
models. We thus extend the Planchon-Rodnianski uniqueness theorem for vac-
uum spacetimes. In a second part of this note, we investigate the question of
local regularity of spacetimes under geometric bounds.
1 Introduction :
Consider Einstein field equations on an oriented Lorentzian manifold (M,g)
Rαβ −
1
2
Rgαβ = Tαβ(Ψ) (1)
F (Ψ,g) = 0 (2)
where Ψ denotes the matter field which is supposed to be a tensor of order
(p,q) or a collection of tensors, F denotes the matter equations, T the energy-
momentum tensor.
We suppose that (M,g) is globally hyperbolic with respect to a riemannian
hypersurface Σ0 and denote byD the covariant derivative associated to g. M is
globally diffeomophic to Σ0×R. Denote by ∇ the covariant derivative relative
to gΣ0 and ∂ := (∂t,∇).
Consider a tensorfield P on M. For k ∈ N, we denote by :
‖P‖2
Xk
T
= sup
t∈]0,T [
∑
0≤|j|≤k
∫
Σt
|∂jP |2dµg
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The XkT norms can be extended to fractional indices s ∈ R. We will suppose
in this note that Σ0 is compact but similar results are true if Σ0 admits a locally
finite C1-covering.
An abstract initial data set for the Cauchy problem for Einstein equations
consists in (Σ0, g0, k0, ρ, j) where (Σ0, g0) is a three dimensional Riemannian
manifold, k0 a two times covariant tensorfield on Σ0, ρ a scalar, j a vectorfield
on Σ0 satisfying the so-called constraint equations :
R− |k|2 + tr(k)2 = 2ρ (3)
∇ikil −∇ltr(k) = j (4)
Once a matter model satisfying some reasonable assumptions (see below)
has been given, the first question is local-in-time well-posedness of the Cauchy
problem for the Einstein-matter equations with initial data of a given regular-
ity (typically Hs(Σ0)) in a given gauge. However a standard pathology in the
mathematical relativity literature is that local uniqueness up to a diffeomor-
phism which we will call geometric uniqueness requires more regularity on the
initial data than the existence theorem in a given gauge. This phenomenon is
a consequence of the following remark.
If we consider a solution of Einstein equations in XsT in a given gauge,
we can construct in the neighborhood of Σ0 a system of wave coordinates
(x0, x1, x2, x3), id est :
gx
α = 0 (5)
Standard techniques (see lemma 3.0.1) imply that xα ∈ Xs and thus g in the
new coordinates lie only in Xs−1. It is well known that in Riemannian geome-
try, harmonic coordinates achieve optimal regularity for the metric (DeTurck-
Kazdan theorem [6]). It is not clear however by energy techniques that a
lorentzian metric has optimal regularity in harmonic coordinates.
This rough analysis does not take however advantage of Einstein equations.
F.Planchon and I.Rodnianski have remarked in [9] that in fact, the wave co-
ordinates lie in Xs+1 and thus geometric uniqueness for the vacuum equations
holds true without additional regularity. Their proof is based on the fact that
the Riemann curvature tensor of a vacuum Einstein manifold is divergence free.
However this property is not shared by other matter models, in general :
Cβγδ = D
αRαβγδ = DγRicβδ −DδRicγβ (6)
It is thus not clear whether the property of geometric uniqueness can be
extended to a more general setting. Note also that a consequence of this loss
of regularity is that the existence of maximal globally hyperbolic development
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requires also one additional degree of Sobolev regularity in comparison to local
existence in wave gauge (also called de Donder gauge).
We will thus study in this paper the well-posedness for the Cauchy problem
for the geometric linear wave equation (L) :
DαD
αφ = gφ = g
αβ∂α∂βφ− Γ
α∂αφ = 0
φ(0, .) = φ0 ∈ H
r(Σ0)
∂tφ(0, .) = φ1 ∈ H
r−1(Σ0)
where Γα = gδγΓαδγ . We prove :
Theorem 1.0.1. Given a generic Lorentzian metric g ∈ XsT , the Cauchy
problem (L) is well-posed for 1 ≤ r ≤ s whereas under physically reasonable
assumptions (see below), the metric of a spacetime of general relativity is such
that (L) is well-posed for 1 ≤ r ≤ s+ 1.
As a consequence of the previous theorem, Lorentzian metrics of physically
reasonable spacetimes have optimal regularity in de Donder gauge in the sense
that if a metric lies in XsT in a given gauge, it is also lies (locally) in X
s
T in de
Donder gauge. A natural question is if one can obtain optimal regularity in de
Donder gauge under bounds on geometric quantities only, this is the subject
of the second part of this note.
2 General setting :
Following [7], we suppose that the matter equation with given background
metric satisfy the following existence, uniqueness and stability properties :
• Tαβ is polynomial in Ψ and DΨ and g
• for a given g ∈ XsT and [Ψ0] = (Ψ, ∂tΨ) ∈ H
s(Σ0)×H
s−1(Σ0), F (Ψ,g) =
0 has a unique solution in XsT ′ , where 0 < T
′ ≤ T depends continuously
on the Xs × Hs norm of (g, [Ψ0]). Denote by Ψg,Ψ0 this solution. We
suppose moreover that for S ⊂ Σ0 a smooth submanifold of Σ0, the value
of Ψg,Ψ0 on D
+(S) the future domain of dependance of S in M depends
only on the initial data restricted to S.
• We suppose that the following stability conditions are satisfied : for g ∈
XsT , there exists C(g,Ψ0) > 0 and D(g,Ψ0) > 0 s.t. for any g
′ and Ψ′0,
‖g − g′‖Xs
T
+ ‖[Ψ0 −Ψ
′
0]‖Hs ≤ C :
‖Ψ(g,Ψ0)−Ψ(g
′,Ψ′0)‖Xs
T ′
≤ D(‖g − g′‖Xs
T
+ ‖[Ψ0 −Ψ
′
0]‖Hs) (7)
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We call such a matter model s-admissible. Note that we allow the matter
equation to have its own breakdown mechanism (T ′ < T ). These properties
arise as a consequence of physical assumptions (see [7]) on the matter model.
Theorem 2.0.2. Consider Einstein equations coupled with an s-admissible
matter model for s > 5/2 then existence and uniqueness hold true for the
reduced system in wave coordinates and data (g, k, [Ψ0]) ∈ H
s(Σ0)×H
s−1(Σ0)×
(Hs(Σ0) ×H
s−1(Σ0)) satisfying the constraint equations. The solution lies in
XsT and depends continuously on the initial data.
Proof. The reduced system in wave coordinates is of the following form :
ggαβ = Nαβ(g, ∂g) − 2Tαβ(Ψ) +T(Ψ)gαβ (8)
F (g,Ψ) = 0 (9)
where Nαβ is quadratic in ∂g. The existence and uniqueness theorem for
this reduced system can be proved by standard energy methods (see [7] for
instance).
Remark however that a solution (g,Ψ) ∈ XsT of Einstein equations coupled
with a s-admissible matter model is such that DRic ∈ L∞T H
s−2(Σ). We will
see that this implies that the solution of the wave equation with initial data in
Hs+1(Σ0)×H
s(Σ0) are in X
s+1
T and thus :
Theorem 2.0.3. Consider Einstein equations coupled with a s-admissible mat-
ter model for s > 5/2. Consider an initial data set satisfying the constraint
equations (g, k, [Ψ0]) ∈ H
s(Σ0)×H
s−1(Σ0)× (H
s(Σ0)×H
s−1(Σ0)). Consider
two Cauchy developments (M,g,Ψ) and (M′,g′,Ψ′) of (Σ0, g, k, [Ψ0]) Then
there exists isometric neighborhoods U and U ′ of the embedding of Σ0 in M
and M′.
The fact that the Ricci tensor is more regular then the Riemann curvature
tensor has no reason to be true for a generic Lorentzian metric. However
considering equation (8), we remark that for a given Tαβ ∈ XsT we can only
hope to prove by energy methods that g to be in Xs+1T and not in X
s+2
T as
one could expect. That’s why standard admissibility conditions required in the
literature to prove existence and uniqueness for the reduced system in wave
coordinates imply in fact that Ricci tensor for these matter models are more
regular that their curvature tensor of one degree of regularity in spatial Sobolev
norms. We will take advantage of this gap of regularity between the conformal
part of the curvature tensor and the Ricci part.
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Examples of admissible matter models include models for which the matter
equation is a quasi-linear second order hyperbolic system or first order sym-
metric hyperbolic system provided that the null cone for the matter equation
lye within or coincide with the light cone (see [7]).
Let us recall some examples of models entering these categories :
- Einstein scalar-field :
In this case ψ is a scalar-field :
Rαβ = DαψDβψ
gψ = 0
This model is s-admissible for s > 5/2 (see [3] chap. VI).
- Einstein Maxwell :
Rαβ −
1
2
Rgαβ = F
ν
α Fβν −
1
4
gαβF
µνFµν
and F satisfies Maxwell equations. This model is also s-admissible for s > 5/2
(see [3] chap. VI).
- Einstein Euler :
Rαβ −
1
2
Rgαβ = (p+ ρ)uαuβ + pgαβ
where uαuα = −1 denotes the flow vector, ρ the energy density and p the
pressure density. In addition, an equation of state has to be given. Under
suitable assumptions on this equation, Einstein-Euler equations reduce to a
symmetric hyperbolic system. Energy methods imply that the model is s-
admissible (see [3] chap. IX) provided that the speed of sound is smaller than
the speed of light and s > 7/2.
An obvious change in the functional setting enables to include Boltzmann
and Vlasov models (see [3] chap. X). The setting of this note thus includes clas-
sical matter theories (at least for large s) and enables to fill the gap between the
regularity needed for the reduced system in wave gauge and the local geometric
uniqueness result. Note that this short paper does not cover the more subtle
question of low regularity solutions for Einstein equations (2 < s < 5/2) which
will be covered by a work in preparation ([10]). In particular lemma (3.0.1) is
true by standard methods only for s > 5/2.
3 Geometric uniqueness :
According to the previous arguments, theorem (2.0.3) reduces to :
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Theorem 3.0.4. Let (g,Ψ) ∈ XsT×X
s
T be a solution of the system of equations
(1),(2). Suppose that the matter model is s-admissible for an s > 5/2. Let us
consider a solution of gφ = 0 with initial data (φ0, φ1) ∈ H
r(Σ0)×H
r−1(Σ0)
for 1 ≤ r ≤ s+ 1, then φ ∈ XrT .
Proof. Note that by standard energy techniques, we have :
Lemma 3.0.1. Consider a solution of the geometric wave equation gψ =
F , with initial data (ψ0, ∂tψ0) ∈ H
s′(Σ0) × H
s′−1(Σ0), g ∈ X
s
T and F ∈
L1Hs
′−1(Σ) with s > 5/2 and 1 ≤ s′ ≤ s, then ψ ∈ Xs
′
T and :
‖ψ‖
Xs
′
T
. ‖(ψ0, ∂tψ0)‖Hs′ (Σ0)×Hs′−1(Σ0) + ‖F‖L1Hs′−1
Now note that we have the following iterated wave equations for φ :
gφ = 0 (10)
gDαφ = R
β
α Dβφ (11)
gD
2
αβφ = Dα(R
µ
β Dµφ) +R
µ
αD
2
µβφ+R
λµ
β αD
2
λµφ (12)
+CαβλD
λφ+RµαβλD
λµφ
= (DαRβµ +DβRαµ −DµRαβ) ·D
µφ (13)
+R γα D
2
γβφ+R
γ
β D
2
γαφ+ 2R
ρ σ
αβ D
2
ρσφ
Note that in (13), the only terms involving three derivatives of g lie in A
where Aαβδ = DαRβδ +DβRαδ −DδRαβ . Now as g ∈ XsT , R ∈ L
∞Hs−2(Σ)
and as the matter-model is s-admissible, A ∈ L∞Hs−2(Σ). Applying lemma
(2.0.1) to (10), (11), (12), we obtain that φ ∈ Xs+1.
4 Regularity under curvature bounds :
Note that this result can be rephrased in terms of local regularity under ge-
ometric bounds. Consider an admissible time-orientable spacetime (M,g,Ψ),
there exists a smooth timelike unit future-directed vectorfield T. Denote by h
the Riemannian metric :
hαβ = gαβ + 2TαTβ (14)
and by (T)pi the deformation tensor of T :
(T)piαβ = DαTβ +DβTα (15)
For a point p ∈ M, we denote by B(p, a) the geodesic ball about p of h-
radius a and inj(p) the radius of injectivity of p in (M,h). Consider a ball
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B(p, r) foliated by a time function t s.t. T is normal to the leaves {t = c}, we
consider the rescaled Xs(B(p, r)) norm. For k ∈ N, define :
‖f‖2
Xk
T
= sup
t∈]0,T [
∑
0≤|j|≤k
r2|j|−3
∫
Σt
|∂jf |2dµg
These norms can be extended to non negative real indices s. As a conse-
quence of the admissibility condition, there exists (n,m) ∈ N2 s.t. :
‖Ric(Ψ)‖Xs−1(B(p,r)) . r
n‖Ψ‖mXs(B(p,r)) (16)
We then have the following theorem :
Theorem 4.0.5. Consider an s-admissible spacetime (M,g,Ψ,T) for s > 5/2,
p ∈M, r > 0, α > 0 s.t. :
inj(p) > r
r2‖R‖Xs−2(B(p,r)) + r
n+2‖Ψ‖mXs(B(p,r) + r‖
(T)pi‖Xs−1(B(p,r)) ≤ α
then there exists r′ = rc(α) > 0 s.t. B(p, r′) can be covered by wave coordinates
(tw, x
1, x2, x3) s.t. in these coordinates :
‖g‖Xsw(B(p,r′)) ≤ C(α)
where Xsw(B(p, r
′)) denotes the Xs(B(p, r′)) space constructed from the wave
coordinates (tw, x
1, x2, x3).
Proof. Denote by Sp the t slice s.t. p ∈ Sp and gp the induced Riemannian
metric on Σp := Sp ∩B(p, r). Its curvature satisfies :
r2‖R‖Hs−2(Σp) . r
2‖R‖Xs−2 + r
2‖(T)pi2‖Xs−2 + r
2‖D(T)pi‖Xs−2 (17)
. D(α) (18)
There exists 0 < c(α) < 1 s.t. one can construct Hs+1 coordinates (y1, y2, y3)
on Sp ∩B(p, cr) s.t. in these coordinates :
‖gp..‖Hs(Σp) + ‖kp..‖Hs−1(Σp) . D(α) (19)
Using energy estimates applied to (10), (11), (12), on can construct wave co-
ordinates xµ = (tw, x1, x2, x3) in a neighborhood of Sp ∩ B(p, cr) with initial
data xi = yi and tw = 0 on Σp, ∂ttw = 1 and ∂txi = 0 on Σp. The coordinates
cover a ball B(p, r′) with r′ ≥ c′(α)r and are such that :
‖xµ‖Xs+1(B(p,c′r)) . D(α) (20)
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in the new coordinates :
r2‖R‖
Xs−2w (B(pc′,r))
+ r2‖Ric(Ψ)‖
Xs−1w (B(p,c′r))
. D(α) (21)
now as the new coordinates are wave coordinates :
ggαβ = Nαβ(g, ∂g) − 2Ricαβ(Ψ) (22)
and (g, ∂tg) ∈ Hs ×Hs−1 on Σp with :
‖(g, ∂tg)‖Hs(Σp)×Hs−1(Σp) . D(α) (23)
energy estimates then give :
‖g‖Xsw(B(p,cr)) . D(α) (24)
In the case of vacuum spacetimes, the metric is known to have optimal
regularity under pointwise bound on the full curvature tensor in CMC-spatially
harmonic coordinates (see [4], [5]), for earlier work in time normal spatially
harmonic coordinates see [2]. The previous theorem in de Donder gauge is
complementary to the regularity result in CMCSH gauge. The main difference
between these two approaches of regularity of Lorentzian metrics lye of course
in the techniques used to obtain regularity of the components of the metrics :
if regularity in CMCSH gauge comes from elliptic estimates on the t slices, the
approach presented here rely on hyperbolic estimates.
As a consequence, there exists a natural notion of wave radius dual to the
notion of harmonic radius central in the theory of convergence of Riemannian
manifolds and the corresponding notion of norm similar to the one introduced
by Petersen (see [8]). As an example of this parallel, let us state a precompact-
ness result.
5 A precompactness result :
Consider an admissible spacetime (M,g,Ψ,T) for a given admissible matter
model denoted by F . If inj(p) is uniformly bounded by below on M, denote
by ‖(M,g,Ψ,T)‖r,s the smallest α (if finite) s.t. the conditions of theorem
4.0.5 holds true for every p ∈M. Denote by X (r, s, α;F) the class of complete
admissible spacetimes satisfying the Einstein equations coupled with the matter
model F and such that ‖(M,g,Ψ,T)‖r,s ≤ α.
The following precompactness result can be proved following step by step
the corresponding result of Riemannian geometry (see [8]) :
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Theorem 5.0.6. The class X (r, s, α;F) is precompact for the pointed C1,β
topology for 1 + β < s− 3/2.
It would be of interest to study to what extent the parallel between Cheeger-
Gromov theory and a theory of convergence for admissible spacetimes could
be developed and if such results could have any application to study stabil-
ity problems in general relativity. The reader will note that Cheeger-Gromov
theory has been applied by M.T.Anderson to study long-time evolution of the
CMC problem (see [1]), the approach here would be however different, instead
of studying convergence of the Riemannian manifolds {τ = c} as τ → 0 on
a given expanding CMC spacetime, it would allow to study convergence of a
sequence of spacetimes.
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